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The days of tennis as a country club sport for the aristocracy have long passed, as have the

pre–Open era days when Black players faced long odds just to be invited to the four Grand

Slam events. An entire generation of sports fans has grown up seeing Venus and Serena

Williams as the gold standard in American professional tennis.Although the Williams sisters

have done more than any other players to make tennis accessible to a diverse population, it’s

not as if the tennis revolution is over. When you watch tennis next, take a close look at the

umpire, the person sitting in the high chair of authority at courtside. Look at the tournament

referee and the tournament director, the officials who run the tournament. In those seats of

power and influence, Blacks are still woefully underrepresented.Different Strokes chronicles

the rise of the Williams sisters, as well as other champions of color, closely examining how

Black Americans are collectively faring in tennis, on the court and off. Despite the success of

the Williams sisters and the election of former pro player Katrina Adams as the U.S. Tennis

Association’s first Black president, top Black players still receive racist messages via social

media and sometimes in public. The reality is that while significant progress has been made in

the sport, much work remains before anything resembling equality is achieved.Watch a book

trailer.



“Cecil Harris has written an exhaustive, multifaceted look at tennis through an African

American lens. He expertly details how the sport—despite producing the remarkable Williams

sisters—still faces struggles in overcoming its troubling history regarding black folks.”—Deron

Snyder, sports columnist for the Washington Times“As Cecil Harris takes you back in time to

highlight the struggles of past players and officials, he expertly notes the struggle today is just

as harsh and much more subtle as he navigates you through the topic. Harris takes the reader

by the mind in teaching a well-needed lesson. When he’s done, you are surprisingly well

educated on the subject, whether you realize it or not. Professor Harris gets an A+.”—Tony

Paige, former sports talk show host for WFAN Radio, New York“Different Strokes is an

expansive history of blacks in tennis that goes far beyond the names that we all know—Venus,

Serena, Althea, and Arthur—and tells us about players on and off the court who have shaped

the landscape of the sport. With an insider’s knowledge, Cecil Harris narrates a powerful story

that goes up to present day, with candid behind-the-scenes anecdotes. It’s necessary reading

for anyone who follows tennis and a vital addition to the chronicles of African Americans in

sports.”—Nekesa Mumbi Moody, global entertainment editor for the Associated PressDifferent
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living if it wasn’t for Venus and Serena.—Sachia VickeryOn August 31, 2018, a humid Friday

evening in New York City, more than twenty-three thousand people filled Arthur Ashe Stadium—

the world’s largest tennis venue—to watch a third-round match at the United States Open.The

match pitted two sisters who have carried the banner for American tennis over the past three

decades. That Venus Williams, a two-time U.S. Open champion, and her younger sister,

Serena, a six-time U.S. Open champion, are black women in a sport that was closed to blacks



at the highest level for generations has made their tennis achievements that much more

remarkable.Consider this: No American man has won a major tennis title since Andy Roddick

won the U.S. Open in 2003. But Venus and Serena have combined to win thirty major titles in

singles in their careers—twenty-three for Serena, seven for Venus—and fourteen more as a

doubles team.The sisters’ meeting at the 2018 U.S. Open would be their thirtieth as

professionals. It is a matchup that Serena has dominated since 2002, the year she supplanted

Venus as the world’s No. 1 player. In the twenty-nine previous “sister acts,” Serena had won

seventeen, Venus twelve. The vast majority of their matchups had occurred in finals, including

each of tennis’s four Grand Slam tournaments—the Australian Open, held each January; the

French Open, which runs from late May to early June; Wimbledon, which is contested in July;

and the U.S. Open, which runs from late August until early September.It is never just another

match when Venus and Serena face each other because the Williams sisters have done more

than anyone else to revolutionize their sport. They made their major tennis debuts in the 1990s

and brought a previously unseen level of power, speed, and athleticism to the sport while

essentially telling their opponents to adapt or get out of the way. Merely by their appearance on

court, the brown-skinned sisters have shown other young people of color that tennis could also

belong to them.“When I saw Venus and Serena playing tennis as black girls, with those braids

in their hair and those beads in their braids, it made me want to play too, because they looked

just like me,” said Sachia Vickery, a player from Hollywood, Florida, who debuted as a pro in

2009 and who ended 2018 with $965,838 in career prize money. “I wouldn’t be playing tennis

for a living if it wasn’t for Venus and Serena, and I think a lot of other players would say the

same thing.”When Venus made her U.S. Open debut as a seventeen-year-old in 1997, she

advanced all the way to the final, having survived a racially charged semifinal match against a

Romanian player named Irina Spirlea. In the title match played the very next day, an

emotionally spent Venus lost in straight sets to Martina Hingis of Switzerland, then the world’s

No. 1 player.Two years later Serena, in her second U.S. Open, won six matches to reach the

final against Hingis, still the world’s No. 1 player. Serena, only seventeen, got revenge for the

family in a straight-set victory while also serving notice that the winds of change had come to

tennis. The Williams sisters’ era had begun, and it is still not over.In every major tournament,

thirty-two women and thirty-two men are seeded players. Those players get a more favorable

draw in the early rounds based on the success they have had in previous tournaments. Venus

and Serena were both seeded at the 2018 U.S. Open, albeit far lower than usual. Venus was

seeded sixteenth, Serena seventeenth. For players who had been ranked No. 1 in the world,

that’s quite a drop.The U.S. Open seeded Venus sixteenth because she had not won a title in

2018 after reaching the final in three of the five biggest tournaments in women’s tennis the

year before—the Australian Open, where she lost to Serena; Wimbledon, where she fell to

Garbiñe Muguruza of Spain; and the Women’s Tennis Association (WTA) Finals in Singapore,

where she lost to Caroline Wozniacki of Denmark.Serena was seeded seventeenth because,

until the end of the 2018 season, the WTA did not know what to do with a player who missed

tournaments because of pregnancy and childbirth. When a player does not compete for an

extended period, her ranking plummets. It does not matter if the player missed time because of

an injury, a drug suspension, or childbirth. Hence, Serena’s extraordinary accomplishment of

winning the 2017 Australian Open while pregnant ended up costing her a ton of rankings points

(because she was unable to defend her Australian title in 2018). She gave birth to a daughter,

Alexis Olympia, on September 1, 2017, while the U.S. Open took place, and she did not return

to tournament play until March 2018.After the 2018 season, the WTA revised its rules to protect

the rankings of new mothers who return to the pro tour. The WTA now guarantees that



returning players won’t have to face seeded opponents in the early rounds of tournaments,

which used to lead to early-round defeats and a tougher road for returning players trying to

recover their previously high rankings. Before the rule change, players who had been in the

world top ten, including Serena Williams and Victoria Azarenka of Belarus, saw their rankings

fall out of the top two hundred.Serena’s lengthy absence made her return to the pro tour the

biggest story in tennis in 2018. Fans wondered, “How will she look?” “How will she perform?”

“Will she still possess the same competitive fire that made her a champion?”As the most

celebrated black tennis player ever, Serena had a chance to make history at the 2018 U.S.

Open: another major title would give her twenty-four, tying the all-time record set by Australia’s

Margaret Court, a star in the 1960s and 1970s.Although Serena and Court played in different

eras, Serena is widely considered the better player. Eleven of Court’s titles came at the

Australian Open, including seven in a row from 1960 to 1966. Many tennis stars did not make

the long round trip to Australia when it was summer Down Under and winter in North America

and Europe, so Court often played against less formidable competition. Serena has played her

entire career during the “Open Era,” which began in 1968 and made tennis a truly professional

sport with total prize money and winner’s shares for the players instead of under-the-table

payments only for certain stars. Court won thirteen of her twenty-four major titles before the

Open Era.When Serena captured the 2017 Australian Open for her twenty-third major title, she

passed Germany’s Steffi Graf for the most major championships in the Open Era. Serena’s

three decades of greatness have made her a fan favorite, particularly at the U.S. Open, where

the predominantly white crowds used to respond with a certain indifference during matches

involving her or Venus. It is not that the Williams sisters have changed over the years, but

rather the way that tennis fans perceive them has changed. Venus and Serena are world

champions, made in America, and America’s tennis fortunes since the 1990s would have been

virtually nonexistent without them.The Williams sisters’ legacy includes other black female

players whom they have inspired to become champions, including Sloane Stephens, the 2017

U.S. Open titleholder, who was once told by a tennis academy director in Florida that she

lacked the skills to become successful—in major college tennis. The legacy also includes

Naomi Osaka, an effervescent player of Haitian and Japanese descent who has patterned her

power-hitting game after Serena’s and is now a major champion herself.In perhaps the clearest

sign of the improved status and greater cultural impact of blacks in tennis, Serena appeared,

naked and pregnant, on the cover of the August 2017 issue of Vanity Fair. Yes, a magazine

hardly noted for putting brown-skinned people on its cover honored the world’s greatest female

tennis player. Photographed by the famed Annie Leibovitz and interviewed by acclaimed author

Buzz Bissinger, Serena was referred to on the cover by her first name only.Serena. Beyoncé.

Madonna. No last name necessary.Serena, the first athlete to make Forbes magazine’s list of

the richest self-made women, ended 2018 with $88.2 million in career prize money. Her net

worth as of June 2019 stood at $225 million. She has earned more than $100 million through

endorsements for such companies as Nike, Gatorade, Wilson Sporting Goods, JP Morgan

Chase, Audemars Piguet watches, Beats by Dre electronics, AccorHotels, the Lincoln Motor

Company, Tempur-Pedic mattresses, Intel technology company, Wheaties cereal, and Berlei

sports bras. She had invested in more than thirty start-up businesses before the April 2019

launch of Serena Ventures, which focuses on companies founded by women and nonwhites.

Why? That’s where the need is greatest. In 2018, for example, just 2.3 percent of total venture

capital invested in the United States went to start-ups founded by women, according to

Forbes.Venus, a tennis icon herself with seven major singles titles, ended 2018 with career

tennis earnings of $40.9 million, second all-time among female tennis players behind Serena.



Venus is also making her mark in the business world. Her clothing line, EleVen, expanded in

June 2019 from tennis wear to include clothes for women who play golf. “I knew EleVen

needed to speak to female golfers,” said Venus, whose items are sold on NBC Universal’s

Shop with Golf website. “Our line has always been about empowering women to be their best

selves and this applies whether you’re on the court or on the course.”Venus, whose net worth

is $95 million, receives endorsement income from Nike, Ralph Lauren, Electronic Arts, Wilson

Sporting Goods, and Systane Eye Drops, a product Venus needs to cope with Sjögren’s

syndrome, a debilitating autoimmune disease with which she was diagnosed in 2011. Prior to

the diagnosis, Venus went through several years of losing to players who were not on her skill

level, as well as bouts of fatigue and joint pain. “If you have cold symptoms, but you don’t have

a cold, then see your doctor,” Venus has said, because it could be a tell-tale sign of Sjögren’s

syndrome. There is no cure for the disease, and it can take as long as six years to diagnose.

However, through medication and a mostly vegan diet, Venus has shown that a world-class

athlete can still compete at a high level with Sjögren’s syndrome—although Venus is not as

dominant a player as she used to be. She has not won a major championship since Wimbledon

2008. But the biggest reason for Venus’s inability to dominate women’s tennis has been the

dominance of her younger sister.There is no more recognizable female athlete in the world

than Serena; few male athletes are more recognizable. Serena, thirty-eight, and Venus, thirty-

nine, are athletic superstars as well as cultural icons and fashion trendsetters. Because of

them, young people who otherwise would not have given tennis a serious look are picking up

rackets and diligently practicing their strokes.Not only are Serena and Venus champions, but

they also have staying power. It has been twenty-two years since the aforementioned Irina

Spirlea deliberately bumped Venus in their U.S. Open semifinal match as the players walked

toward their chairs during a changeover. Venus had neither said nor done anything to provoke

the bump. But it happened anyway. Millions of television viewers saw Spirlea look toward her

friends’ box and laugh about the premeditated act. After losing the match, Spirlea ranted to the

media about how unimpressed she was by a seventeen-year-old she referred to as “the fucking

Venus Williams.” That Spirlea has become a mere footnote in tennis history seems entirely

appropriate.It has been eighteen years since Serena was booed throughout a championship

match against Belgium’s Kim Clijsters in Indian Wells, California. This happened because at

least one other player, along with some tennis fans and some journalists, became convinced

without a shred of evidence that the outcome of a scheduled semifinal match between Venus

and Serena would be determined by their father, Richard Williams. The conspiracy theorists

believed that Richard had decided it was Serena’s turn to win to improve her professional

ranking. Following a loss to Venus in the quarterfinals, Russian tour pro Elena Dementieva was

asked by a reporter to predict the outcome of the Venus-Serena semifinal. “I don’t know what

Richard thinks about it,” she said. “I think he will decide who is going to win.” Dementieva later

insisted that she had been joking, but the die had been cast.On the day of the title match

between Serena and Clijsters, Venus and Richard Williams entered the stadium to take their

seats—less than an hour’s drive from their former home in the Compton section of Southern

California—and they were roundly booed. Richard Williams wrote in his autobiography that

someone in the crowd that day subjected him to racial slurs: “A white man in the front row

yelled out, ‘N—, if this was back in ’65, I’d skin your black ass alive.’ I looked him straight in the

eye and said, ‘Why don’t you act like it’s ’65?’ I actually made a move in his direction, but he

scampered away when another man told him, ‘Leave those n—s alone, and just boo the hell

out of them.’”Some in the tennis world consider Richard Williams’s account apocryphal.

Occasionally, he is given to exaggeration and hyperbole. But there is no question that the



crowd booed Serena that day and cheered her errors. Nevertheless, Serena won the

championship match. The pain of that experience lingered, however. Neither Serena nor Venus

played again at Indian Wells until 2015. The sisters ended their boycott of the event after

discussions with tournament officials.Tennis has not always been welcoming to the only family

in the sport’s history to produce a pair of legends—two players who have achieved the world

No. 1 ranking in singles, become indomitable as a doubles team, and each won Olympic gold

medals in singles and doubles.Serena has become the face and formidable clenched fist of

women’s tennis while setting a standard for competitiveness and on-court brilliance that will

likely never be matched.Venus was the first in the family to become world No. 1. She has yet to

regain that title largely because Serena keeps getting in the way. In 2002 and 2003, Serena

held all four major titles simultaneously—an achievement she dubbed “the Serena Slam”—and

she defeated Venus in all four of the title matches.Two generations of sports fans have grown

up seeing the Williams sisters as the gold standard in American tennis. To be an avid fan of

American tennis is to enter into a female-led relationship—more specifically, a relationship led

by women of color. The meritocracy of a tennis court prevents those who are racially

insensitive from questioning the talent, commitment, competitive drive, and intelligence of black

athletes who rise above all to become the best at their craft.The Williams sisters’ longevity is

the most underrated aspect of their success. As Serena and Venus remain among the elite,

former rivals such as Hingis, Clijsters, Jennifer Capriati, Lindsay Davenport, Justine Henin, and

Amelie Mauresmo have long since retired. Another factor in the sisters’ success: they have

always had a life outside of tennis. Venus has established careers in interior design and fashion

design. Serena has made her mark in fashion design and acting. Both are involved in many

philanthropic and humanitarian endeavors. Serena, for example, has supplied funds to help

build schools for underserved youth in Kenya, Uganda, Senegal, Zimbabwe, and Jamaica. She

has also made it clear to each country that she wants girls to receive a quality education rather

than an indoctrination that imposes upon them a second-class status. The absence of tennis

myopia has enabled both Serena and Venus to keep their athletic careers in proper

perspective.The success of the Williams sisters has brought bigger purses to tennis—including

equal prize money for women at the Grand Slam events—and higher television ratings. The

men’s and women’s champions at the 2018 U.S. Open each received a record payday of $3.8

million. The women’s final, in which Serena played, was televised in the United States by

ESPN and drew an audience that surpassed the viewership of the men’s final by more than

one million people.According to Jerry Caraccioli at CBS, in 2001, the year CBS made the U.S.

Open women’s final a prime-time event, the title match between Venus and Serena outdrew a

Saturday night college football game on ABC between nationally ranked schools Notre Dame

and Nebraska, 6.8 to 4.8 in ratings points and 13 percent to 9 percent in ratings share.The

days of tennis as a country-club sport for the aristocracy have long passed. As have the days

when blacks faced long odds just to be invited to play in the U.S. Nationals (the forerunner of

the U.S. Open), Wimbledon, the French Nationals, or the Australian Nationals. Tennis fans

today are quite familiar with seeing the Williams sisters and other players of color competing for

major championships.The list of black players making an impact in professional tennis today

includes but is not limited to American women Stephens, Vickery, Madison Keys, Asia

Muhammad, Taylor Townsend, and Victoria Duval, along with Naomi Osaka of Japan, Heather

Watson of England, and Francoise Abanda of Canada, and American men Donald Young,

Michael Mmoh, Chris Eubanks, Evan King, Nicholas Monroe, and Frances Tiafoe, along with

Jo-Wilfried Tsonga of France, Gael Monfils of France, Darian King of Barbados, Dustin Brown

of Germany, Felix Auger-Aliassime of Canada, and Jay Clarke of England. Also, the last two



girls to enter the U.S. Open junior singles event ranked world No. 1—Whitney Osuigwe in 2017

and Coco Gauff in 2018—are African Americans inspired by the Williams sisters.“I respect

both of them a lot, for everything they’ve done in tennis and for tennis,” said Osuigwe, the 2017

French Open junior champion who competed in the main draw at the 2018 U.S. Open and

2019 Australian Open as a sixteen-year-old professional. “Venus and Serena are definitely

players I look up to.” Osuigwe, a Bradenton, Florida, native, has a younger sister, Victoria, who

aspires to play professionally. Both were taught by their Nigerian-born father, Desmond

Osuigwe, who coaches at the IMG Academy.Despite the worldwide impact of blacks in the

sport, it is not as if the tennis revolution is over and blacks have won.The next time you watch

tennis, take a close look at the umpire, the person sitting in the high chair at courtside. Also,

look at the tournament referee and the tournament director, the people who actually run the

tournament. In those seats of power and influence, blacks are still woefully underrepresented.

And look at those who coach the players and represent their financial interests. Few are black.

And the media members covering the sport? Again, few are black.The unparalleled athletic and

financial success of the Williams sisters—particularly Serena, a multimillionaire athlete who

married Alexis Ohanian, the wealthy cofounder of the website Reddit—has overshadowed a

slow road to progress for blacks on the business side of tennis. The sport is a $5.57-billion-a-

year industry, according to the Tennis Industry Association.Whites who dominate the business

side of tennis likely would insist that the only color they see is green, as in the color of money.

But should that response excuse Nike for giving blonde Russian Maria Sharapova an

endorsement deal worth $10 million more than Serena’s after Sharapova upset Serena in the

2004 Wimbledon final? Sharapova is still considered by marketers to be more bankable than

Serena, even though Sharapova was suspended for eighteen months (bridging 2016 and

2017) for failing a drug test and Serena has defeated her every time they have met on a tennis

court since 2004. Serena, who refers to herself sarcastically as “the most drug-tested tennis

player in history,” has never failed a drug test.Althea Gibson would love to have had the

problem of not receiving as much endorsement money as an inferior competitor. Gibson, the

first black player (male or female) to win a major tennis title, excelled when tennis was an

amateur sport. In her first Wimbledon title match in 1957, she defeated Darlene Hard, a part-

time tennis player and full-time waitress. Gibson won the French Nationals in 1956 along with

consecutive Wimbledon and U.S. Nationals singles titles in 1957 and 1958, and was ranked

world No. 1. Yet, as a champion far ahead of her time, she barely made a dime.Arthur Ashe,

the black champion, social activist, and humanitarian after whom the U.S. Open’s marquee

stadium is named, fared better. His three major singles titles—1968 U.S. Open, 1970 Australian

Open, and 1975 Wimbledon—occurred during the Open Era. However, his strong and resolute

voice would be stilled in 1993 under tragic circumstances.When the year 2018 ended, so did

the tenure of Katrina Adams, the first African American to serve as president and chair of the

United States Tennis Association, the sport’s national governing body. A former tour pro and

doubles champion, Adams served two terms. In her first term, she also held the title of chief

executive officer, but, strangely, she was told by the USTA board of directors to relinquish that

title in exchange for a second term as president and chair.The American Tennis Association,

the country’s oldest black-led sports organization, celebrated its one-hundredth anniversary in

2017. Both Gibson and Ashe were nurtured and developed in the ATA. Black umpires,

tournament directors, and tournament referees—all sorely underrepresented at pro events—

could theoretically also be developed in the ATA. However, no such program is in place. Blacks

in tennis have long viewed the USTA and its predecessor, the United States Lawn Tennis

Association, as an impediment to their progress in the sport. Gifted black players who excelled



before Gibson’s emergence in 1950 were never given a chance to compete against the best

white players in the U.S. Nationals.Lawsuits that alleged discrimination based on race, gender,

and age were filed against the USTA a decade ago by two black umpires. As a result the

career of one of those umpires ended, and the other umpire’s career has not fully recovered.

However, in another result from the lawsuit, the New York State attorney general determined

that the USTA needed to take steps to eradicate discrimination in its organization. The biggest

step involved the hiring of an officer in charge of diversity and inclusion. But that officer, a black

former umpire once called “one of the best in the business” by the USTA, eventually was forced

out of both jobs. He then filed a lawsuit against the USTA for racial discrimination.The USTA

describes itself as “the recognized leader in promoting and developing the sport’s growth on

every level in the United States, from local communities to the highest level of the professional

game.” But when it comes to tangible signs of progress by American players on tennis courts in

the first two decades of the twenty-first century, Serena and Venus are still Exhibits 1 and 1A—

even though the sisters did not come up through the traditional tennis system. The Williams

family largely shunned junior tennis and all the cronyism, favoritism, and stage-door parenting

that comes with it. Each Williams sister turned professional at the age of fourteen, and each

was homeschooled by her mother, Oracene Price, while building her credentials in the sport.

Rather than follow the usual path created by the USTA, the Williams family charted its own,

and the results have been phenomenal. It is why Serena and Venus, now well into their thirties,

could turn a third-round match at the 2018 U.S. Open into a highly anticipated

spectacle.1SerenaAfter God, I owe everything to her.—Serena WilliamsA sound that Serena

Williams had not always heard in New York City—thunderous applause—greeted her as she

took the court at Arthur Ashe Stadium for a third-round match against her older sister, Venus,

at the 2018 U.S. Open. Serena waved to the adoring crowd as she emerged from one end of

the stadium and walked into a spotlight that followed her to a courtside chair. Hard-driving

music blared on the public address system in a scene befitting the entrance of a boxing

champion or the designated “good guy” in World Wrestling Entertainment.On the night before

the first birthday of her daughter, Alexis Olympia, Serena was back on stage for an eagerly

awaited match. Someday, tennis will have to carry on without Serena, who entered the match

one month shy of her thirty-seventh birthday. Already, she has far exceeded the career span of

a typical player, and defeated death on at least two occasions. She has conquered every foe,

friendly or otherwise, in her profession. But for now, neither Serena nor tennis is prepared to let

go of the other.Cheers and cries of support for Serena continued long after she had reached

her chair and opened her bassinet-sized tennis bag to remove the plastic wrapping from a

Wilson racket that would be her tool for battle against her sister. Here was Serena, a six-time

U.S. Open champion, attempting to reach a second major final the year after a complicated

childbirth. In Being Serena, a five-part series that appeared on HBO in May 2018, she

chronicled that health scare, as well as her journey to athletic supremacy. For Serena, strength

and resilience are not limited to a tennis court.Venus also received a hearty ovation when the

stentorian-voiced stadium announcer called her name, but not as hearty as Serena’s. Fans

yelled their support for Venus, the elder sister by fifteen months, but not as passionately as

Serena’s fans. The “sister act,” as Venus-Serena matches have become known, sometimes

leads to awkward decision-making. For whom should you root? And why?In the early years of

the sister act, the matches tended to lack drama because of the striking similarities in their

playing styles. Both possess an abundance of power, speed, and athleticism. From their years

of practicing together, on roughhewn public courts in Compton and beautifully maintained

courts in Palm Beach, Florida, the sisters knew each other’s games so well that there were no



secrets. It seemed impossible for one sister to surprise the other with a kick serve, a chipped

return, a forehand slice, a drop volley, a two-hander crosscourt, or any other weapon in the

family arsenal. Other than their different examples of physical beauty—Venus has a lean, lithe,

traditional model-type physique, and Serena has a fuller-figured, muscular, superheroine

physique—there was little contrast between them. Even Serena’s more expressive personality

is muted when big sis is across the net. Each sister’s clear disdain for having to defeat the

other and the always-subdued celebration by the winner have made the Serena-Venus

matches more historic than enthralling.However, these two athletic and cultural icons have

smashed stereotypes as well as opponents on their way to becoming global stars. Their

exploits filled African Americans with pride and significantly expanded the ranks of black tennis

fans worldwide. However, it took longer for the sisters to feel the embrace of many white tennis

fans.In the 2002 U.S. Open semifinals, for example, Venus was the No. 2 seed and the

defending champion. Serena, the No. 1 seed, was the previous year’s runner-up. Fans should

have been thrilled to have two American players heavily favored to win their semifinal matches

at America’s Grand Slam event. Yet the crowd that day clearly rooted for Venus’s opponent, No.

10 seed Amelie Mauresmo of France, and for Serena’s American opponent, No. 4 seed

Lindsay Davenport. In Venus’s semifinal, she served for the match at 5–4 in the third set. When

she lost the first three points to give Mauresmo triple break point, the crowd cheered wildly.

Nevertheless, Venus showed her mental toughness and won the match, 6–3, 5–7, 6–4. In

Serena’s semifinal, her unforced errors and double faults were often cheered by a crowd that

responded to Davenport’s unforced errors with collective groans. Still, Serena drew upon her

mental strength and prevailed, 6–3, 7–5. Afterward, Oracene Price, the mother of the Williams

sisters, told the New York Times that she believed the crowd reaction had racial overtones.“I’ve

been thinking about it and I think that’s it,” she told Times columnist William C. Rhoden. “I

guess women can’t have power, no matter what race it is. That’s a problem in America. It’s

ridiculous.”Had the traditional (that is, white) spectators that day been injected with truth serum,

their response would likely have been, “We don’t want to see Venus and Serena in another

major final.” Not only had the sisters faced each other in the 2001 U.S. Open final won by

Venus, but they had also met in the 2002 French Open final and the 2002 Wimbledon final,

both won by Serena. Perhaps the fans simply did not know for whom to root. But given the

history of racial segregation in tennis and the unsubstantiated charges by some players and

media members that the Williams sisters’ father was acting as some sort of Svengali by

deciding which daughter would win in their matchups, it is far more likely that traditional tennis

fans were acutely aware that Venus Ebony Starr Williams and Serena Jemeka Williams were

taking over women’s tennis, and those fans simply were not ready for it.Venus and Serena saw

no reason to wait. They simply went ahead and rewrote the tennis record book while

revolutionizing the women’s game into something faster, quicker, more athletic, and harder-

hitting than anything seen before. Eventually, enough of the traditional fans came around. They

had no choice, really. The Williams sisters have accomplished so much for so long that they

now command the sort of respect and reverence reserved for legends.Serena, in particular,

has reached previously unscaled heights in tennis. On two occasions, she has held all four

major titles simultaneously. She first accomplished this rare feat when she won the French

Open, Wimbledon, and U.S. Open in 2002 and the Australian Open in 2003. She did it again

when she captured the U.S. Open in 2014 followed by the Australian Open, French Open, and

Wimbledon in 2015. However, neither achievement was a Grand Slam. According to tennis

tradition, a Grand Slam is achieved if a player wins all four major titles in the same calendar

year.Only five players in history have won the Grand Slam:Don Budge, 1938Maureen Connolly,



1953Rod Laver, 1962 and 1969Margaret Court, 1970Steffi Graf, 1988Serena had a golden

opportunity to become the sixth member of that club in 2015. She needed the U.S. Open crown

to become the first Grand Slam winner in twenty-seven years. When Serena, the No. 1 seed,

defeated Venus, seeded No. 23, in a quarterfinal match, 6–2, 1–6, 6–3, most observers

assumed that she had cleared her biggest hurdle. But nobody told Roberta Vinci of Italy, then

thirty-two years old and ranked world No. 1 in doubles. The unseeded Vinci, embracing her

underdog status, played the finest singles match of her life. Serena won the first set easily, but

got more nervous as the match went on, while Vinci played free and easy throughout. The

result was the biggest upset in tennis history: Serena lost the semifinal match, 2–6, 6–4, 6–4. “I

don’t want to talk about how disappointing this is for me,” Serena told reporters afterward, the

pain clearly etched on her face. If anything, the pressure of being on the precipice of tennis

history while competing against an opponent who had absolutely nothing to lose proved too

great. (Vinci came back down to earth in the U.S. Open final, losing in straight sets to her

countrywoman Flavia Pennetta.)Today, the Williams sisters are elder stateswomen in a young

person’s sport. While neither may win a Grand Slam, both have achieved tennis immortality. It

is easier nowadays for fans to decide whom to root for in a Serena-versus-Venus matchup, and

the reasons don’t necessarily have to do with tennis. Fans who preferred Venus in their most

recent U.S. Open matchup hoped that a victory would propel her to a first major title since

Wimbledon 2008. In so many matches, including the 2017 Australian Open final, Serena has

been the only player standing between Venus and a major championship. But on those

occasions, Serena has proven more unscalable than Mount Everest.Fans who chose Serena

may have done so for the same reason boxing fans chose Muhammad Ali and basketball fans

swooned over Michael Jordan’s tongue-wagging genius on the court: they knew they were

watching brilliance, the likes of which they may never see again. Other Serena devotees were

simply thrilled to see her back on court after a complicated pregnancy and childbirth that

included blood clotting in her lungs, a sometimes nonreceptive hospital staff, and a lengthy

recovery. After that harrowing experience, Serena created the Twitter hashtag #ThisMama as a

forum for her and other mothers to share experiences and vital information on issues of

pregnancy, childbirth, child-rearing, and women’s health. Serena is passionate about the need

for the medical establishment to provide better care for expectant mothers. A quartet of 2020

Democratic presidential candidates—U.S. senators Kirsten Gillibrand of New York, Kamala

Harris of California, Elizabeth Warren of Massachusetts, and Amy Klobuchar of Minnesota—

has taken up the cause:“We lose hundreds of women to pregnancy- and childbirth-related

complications in the U.S. every year, more than in any other developed country in the world,”

Senator Gillibrand wrote in reference to the MOMS Act, which the senators hope will become

law. “In this modern age of incredible medical advancements, mothers are dying from

preventable and treatable complications like hemorrhage, preeclampsia, or sepsis. For each

mother who dies, another seventy nearly do. And the terrible truth is that black mothers are

three to four times more likely to die from pregnancy- and childbirth-related complications than

white women.”The most gifted female tennis player in history nearly became one of those black

women. Serena’s willingness to use her celebrity status to bring media attention to issues of

importance has endeared her to millions around the world. Not only did she survive a perilous

pregnancy and childbirth in 2017, but she also survived a pulmonary embolism—blood clots in

the heart—after a pair of foot operations in 2011. She has openly discussed both episodes to

raise public awareness, which has increased the number of her supporters, whether they are

passionate about tennis or not.Venus has raised public consciousness about her battle with

Sjögren’s syndrome, a chronic autoimmune disease that went undiagnosed until 2011. More



than four million people have the disease. Symptoms include dry eyes, dry mouth, joint pain,

and fatigue. Those last two symptoms in particular can be anathema to a world-class athlete.

The disease occurs when white blood cells attack moisture-producing glands, making it difficult

for a person to perform any task. Even sitting for a prolonged period can be painful. For several

years, Venus did not know why she would tire so much from match to match, or even from set

to set. But after she began losing matches to players who should not have been beating her,

she needed to find answers. Once she received the diagnosis, she altered her diet dramatically

to help decrease inflammation in her body and counteract the energy-sapping symptoms of the

disease.“I became a raw vegan,” she said. “I do a lot of juicing, a lot of wheatgrass shots.” Yet

old habits can die hard. Sometimes she will eat something that is neither raw nor vegan;

hence, she refers to herself as a “chegan.” Yet in 2017, Venus showed that her energy level

was high enough to produce great tennis. She handled the rigors of the two-week Grand Slam

events, reaching the finals of the Australian Open and Wimbledon, as well as the semifinals of

the U.S. Open. She ended 2017 with more prize money for the season than any other player on

the Women’s Tennis Association tour: $5,468,741. Although she is the clear underdog

whenever she faces Serena now, she will likely remain the toughest opponent Serena has ever

faced.Those who are among the most rabid and knowledgeable tennis fans root for Serena

because her A game is like no other in women’s tennis history. Her serve has long been

women’s tennis’s most dominant weapon, the one shot for which no opponent over three

decades has found a consistently effective response. Since her ball toss is so consistent,

opponents cannot read where she is going to hit the ball. What a luxury it has been for Serena

over the years to use her serve to fight off break points or win games without extended rallies,

thus giving her more energy to attack her opponent’s serve. Why more coaches of female

players do not emphasize the importance of the serve, using Serena’s incomparable serve as

an example, is a mystery. Serena’s forehand is considered solid but not spectacular, and her

two-fisted backhand tends to lead to most of her unforced errors. However, the sheer power of

her groundstrokes and her ability to go from defense to offense in a single stroke are without

peer. Furthermore, the speed and purposefulness with which she covers the court has raised

her unique brand of tennis to an art.Female champions of decades past such as Hall of

Famers Gabriela Sabatini of Argentina and Monica Seles, an American immigrant born in

Yugoslavia, brought loud sighs and grunts to the tennis court. But Serena has taken the sport’s

soundtrack a few octaves higher. Fans have had to get used to Serena’s full-throated screams

and self-encouraging shouts of “come on!” She doesn’t just feed off a tennis crowd. The crowd

also feeds off her. Often, her screams and shouts are accompanied by clenched fists—from

the player and her supporters. Serena’s on-court intensity and competitive fire are unmatched.

As much as she loves to win, she hates to lose even more. There is nothing genteel about the

sound of a Serena match, and her fans would not have it any other way. She not only appears

proud of her work, but she also sounds proud. Her style of play may not be every tennis fan’s

four o’clock cup of tea. Her occasional racket-smashing and verbal outbursts may be over the

top for some, but Serena is undeniably and unabashedly human. To watch her perform in

person is to also see clearly that her fans are as empathic and proud as the champion

herself.Serena transcended tennis long ago and entered the realm of the cultural icon.

Therefore, it was not surprising to see her, accompanied by her husband, Alexis Ohanian, at

the May 19, 2018, royal wedding of England’s Prince Harry and America’s Meghan Markle.

Serena and Meghan, now Duchess of Sussex, have been friends for more than a decade, back

to the days when Meghan opened suitcases on the television game show Deal or No Deal. It

was also not surprising when Serena served as one of the hosts of the 2019 Metropolitan



Museum Gala, the annual Super Bowl for fashionistas, in New York City. Or that she opened a

pop-up shop to promote and sell her own line of women’s fashions during the 2018 Art Basel

showcase in Miami. Serena herself is known to pop up at any time on the Home Shopping

Network to market her clothes for women of all sizes, because she personifies the truism that

beauty comes in all shapes and sizes.If any female athlete other than Serena were to appear

in a Beyoncé video, people would do a double take. But when Serena appeared on screen

alongside Beyoncé, the image just fit. Serena is part of that cultural galaxy. When a celebrity

graces a magazine cover, it is expected—such images are the lifeblood of those publications.

Still, a Serena magazine cover tends to stand out—whether she is seen naked and pregnant in

Vanity Fair, or with a black-stockinged leg seductively dangling from a throne in Sports

Illustrated, or as #ThisMama with then four-month-old Alexis Olympia in Vogue, or lauded as

the Woman of the Year in Gentlemen’s Quarterly, or baring her enviably solid abdominal

muscles in Time. The Time cover included a quote that may have aptly summarized who she

is: “Nothing about me right now is perfect, but I’m perfectly Serena.”Serena’s third-round match

at the 2018 U.S. Open was her third in prime time during the tournament’s opening week; she

would play two more evening matches during the second week. That was by design. The

United States Tennis Association knows that a Serena match attracts not only the rabid fans

but also the casual ones, along with enough of the merely curious to make it an event.For

Serena, a seventh title at the U.S. Open would break the all-time record she shares with Hall of

Famer Chris Evert. Another distinction Serena hoped to achieve at the Open dealt with fashion:

she could become the first player in tennis history to win a major title in a tutu. Serena

collaborated with fashion designer Virgil Abloh—the first-ever black menswear designer at

Louis Vuitton—to create ballet-inspired, Nike-branded tennis outfits to wear at the Open. Called

“The Queen Collection,” the wardrobe featured tutu-like skirts made of tulle and asymmetrical

silhouettes inspired by Serena’s love of dance. The outfits came in several colors, and Serena

chose to wear basic black for her match against Venus.Although Serena had decided on the

ballet-inspired attire weeks ahead of the U.S. Open, her decidedly feminine choice of a tutu

served as a backhanded smash to Bernard Giudicelli, the head of the French tennis federation,

who announced the week before the U.S. Open a new dress code for his 2019 French Open,

which began in late May. The new dress code would ban certain outfits, including Serena’s

fashion choice for the 2018 French Open, a skintight black catsuit inspired, she said, by Black

Panther, a film that won three Academy Awards in 2019. Serena, who reached the fourth round

in Paris before withdrawing with an abdominal injury, said she felt like “a superhero” while

wearing the catsuit on the red clay courts. Unfortunately, Giudicelli, unwittingly cast himself as

Lex Luthor by declaring the outfit too risqué. “It will no longer be accepted,” he told Tennis

magazine. “One must respect the game. I think sometimes we’ve gone too far.”Giudicelli’s

comments suggest that he found Serena’s catsuit disrespectful. He has yet to explain why. Was

the catsuit “disrespectful” because a strong woman chose it? If anything, Serena should be

credited for looking beyond traditional tennis dresses, often created by men, and asserting the

right to express her personality through her wardrobe in a way that was not at all

salacious.Besides, it was strange for Giudicelli to accuse anyone of disrespecting tennis. In

September 2017, he was convicted of defamation for falsely accusing former French player

Gilles Moretton of being involved in a French Open ticket-selling scandal. Giudicelli was

ordered to pay a fine of 10,000 euros ($11,600) to Moretton, plus 5,000 euros ($5,800) in

damages, and 2,500 euros ($2,900) to Moretton’s attorney.Serena proved long ago to be more

fashion-forward than her sport. You never know what she’s going to wear from one year to the

next, or from one tournament to the next, and that is part of her appeal. Pictures of Serena in



2002, when she held all four major titles at once, show her as a blonde. That was followed by a

return to her black-hair roots and the unveiling of her on-court tennis “boots,” which were

actually black ankle coverings that she removed before the match. At the 2006 U.S. Open, she

decided that purple would be her primary color in Asian-accented dresses. At the 2015 U.S.

Open, the blonde hair was back and blown out along with an assortment of curve-hugging

dresses.While talking with reporters in New York City about the French Open’s new dress

code, Serena took the high road and attempted to skirt the controversy. She had spoken with

Giudicelli by phone, she said, and indicated that there may be room for negotiation. “He’s been

really amazing, so easy to talk to,” she said. “I’m sure we would come to an understanding and

everything will be okay.”The WTA never had a problem with Serena’s catsuit. After the 2018

season, the women’s tour officially approved the outfit as suitable for tennis. However, the

WTA’s decision does not pertain to the four Grand Slam events, which can establish their own

dress code. Given Serena’s penchant for making a fashion statement once and then moving on

to the next expression, she probably would not wear the catsuit again in Paris anyway.Still,

many took to social media to denounce the French federation’s ruling as sexist. Among the

famous names asserting that position were Harry Potter author J. K. Rowling, actress-director

Elizabeth Banks, and television producer Shonda Rhimes. Others viewed the ruling as

insensitive because Serena, who has a history of blood clots, had said publicly that the catsuit

helped to improve her circulation during matches. The French Open was the first Grand Slam

event she played in after her return to competitive tennis in March 2018. Asked at the U.S.

Open why she no longer wore the catsuit, she said her health had improved since the spring

and she no longer needed it. “I wear tights that keep everything going with my blood,” she said,

“to make sure I’m staying pretty healthy out there.”Every July at Wimbledon, players must wear

white as the dominant color. But even a white catsuit would not pass muster at Wimbledon. In

1985 Anne White, a white player from West Virginia, wore a skin-tight outfit in her first-round

match. Wimbledon promptly banned the catsuit after the match.Since Giudicelli has declined

requests to fully explain himself, he has not commented on whether race played any role in the

decision. Perhaps an irrational need by some men to control what women wear was the

guiding principle. “We still have some people like the president of my federation that live in

another time and can still do these kinds of comments,” said French tennis pro Alize Cornet,

indirectly comparing Giudicelli to a caveman. “They are totally for me shocking and, I mean, I’m

just saying what I think. He’s the president of the French federation and he doesn’t have to do

that.”This was not the first time that French men in charge of a popular annual event have

made a fashion-related decision that prompted charges of sexism. In 2015 the Cannes Film

Festival declared that women attending red-carpet events must wear high heels instead of

flats. The Tour de France cycling event also continues to display women in tight-fitting outfits on

the podium alongside the male winner of that day’s stage, with the women serving as nothing

more than eye candy.When it comes to fashion, each Williams sister takes the lead in

designing what she wears on court. Venus debuted a new collection of her EleVen clothing line

at the 2018 U.S. Open. Moving as far away from traditional tennis whites as her sister, Venus

took the court in a neon-hued outfit featuring a printed skirt in pink and purple. “I wanted this

collection to feel like something you’ve never seen before,” Venus said, referring to the bold

colors and graffiti-style design. Several women on the pro tour have worn Venus’s EleVen

outfits, including 2004 U.S. Open champion Svetlana Kuznetsova of Russia, whom Venus

defeated in the first round. For her match against Serena, Venus wore a multicolored

sleeveless dress with thin straps and deep pink wrapping just above the waist along with a

visor of the same multicolored design as her dress. There were “V” logos on the dress and one



“V” on the front of the visor. Each sister appeared to have her fashion game and tennis game

up to par. In their only previous on-court meeting in 2018, Venus won in straight sets at Indian

Wells. That was Serena’s first tournament after a fourteen-month maternity leave. The rematch

would be demonstrably different.The latest meeting of the most successful siblings in sports

history had fans yearning for something special. They got it from one side of the net. In a

commanding performance, Serena routed Venus, 6–1, 6–2, and sent notice that her A game

remains the most imposing sight in women’s tennis.“Absolutely, this was my best match since I

came back,” said Serena, who took an 18–12 lead in the sister act, including nine wins in the

past eleven.“She played so well, I barely got to touch any balls,” Venus said. “After every shot I

hit well, she hit a better shot.”Venus looked severely overmatched, which at times seemed to

pain Serena.“She’s the only reason I’m still here,” Serena said. “After God, I owe everything to

her.”Once Serena survived a mild scare in the second game of the match, the night was hers.

She called for a trainer during the first changeover because she rolled her right ankle while

pursuing a shot in that second game. Immediately after the ankle was retaped, Serena broke

serve for a 3–1 lead.A forehand passing shot in the sixth game produced another service

break for Serena, who then put an exclamation point on the first set with an ace.With the

stadium roof closed, Serena had optimal conditions to unleash her power game. She kept the

pressure on with a third consecutive service break to start the second set. Since Venus rarely

troubled Serena’s serve on this night, the match essentially ended after Serena broke Venus at

love for a 4–1 lead.The official end came on a forehand winner into the open court after a

punishing first serve. When Serena and Venus hugged at the net, the crowd rose to its feet

seemingly in appreciation of what the sisters represent, athletically and culturally.Here is a

testament to their longevity in a physically demanding sport: Frances Tiafoe, a promising

African-American on the men’s tour, was born January 20, 1998—the day before Venus beat

Serena in straight sets in their first-ever meeting as professionals, in the second round of the

Australian Open.“It almost doesn’t matter who wins—just them being on the court together for

the thirtieth time is unbelievable,” Tiafoe said. “If I could be half the athlete they are and have

half the career they’ve had, that would be insane.”Almost as insanely amazing as the story of

two African-American sisters from humble beginnings who became global superstars while

transforming a sport whose grandest tournaments were once closed to members of their

race.When Venus and Serena became dominant at the dawn of the twenty-first century, they

sent an unmistakable message to their on-court rivals: get stronger and fitter, or step aside.

Thanks to the Williams sisters, women’s tennis is played at a higher level of athleticism than

ever before.While racking up major titles, Serena and Venus have inspired a wave of female

players of color, including 2017 U.S. Open finalists Sloane Stephens and Madison Keys, and

then a second wave led by two top-ranked juniors from Florida: Whitney Osuigwe and Coco

Gauff.As for why Venus, the No. 16 seed, and Serena, the No. 17 seed, met so early at the

2018 Open, the USTA seeded Serena higher than her No. 26 world ranking. She had been

world No. 1 before her maternity leave. In the blind draw that determines who plays whom at

the Open, the sisters ended up in the same quarter of the 128-player field.That proved to be a

most unfortunate draw for Venus who, for the first time since 2014, played in all four Grand

Slam events without getting past the third round in any. On this particular night, she again

came in second to a sibling who is the best her sport has ever seen.2VenusIf one woman

could win that much money, I wanted two daughters to play that game.—Richard

WilliamsWriters and photographers crammed into the U.S. Open’s main interview room inside

Arthur Ashe Stadium to hear what Serena and Venus had to say about Serena’s 6–1, 6–2 romp

—the most lopsided match the sisters had ever played against each other. Despite Venus’s



obvious disappointment, she surely would not duck the interview because she’s too classy for

such behavior, and because there would be a financial penalty for doing so. Skipping a

postmatch interview at a major tournament could mean a deduction of $10,000 to $15,000

from their earnings at that event. So, even if a player would rather be anywhere else in the

world, even in a dentist’s chair, it is better to endure five to nine minutes of questions from the

media than to sacrifice money.As is customary in tennis, the losing player enters the interview

room first. The interview is usually brief, closer to five minutes, because the pain from a defeat,

particularly at a Grand Slam event, is sharp and tends to linger. The USTA supplies a

moderator for the news conference so the athlete is not bombarded with shouted questions, as

a politician might be at a public appearance. There is a certain decorum to the postmatch

interview at a tennis tournament, as well as a tacit but undeniable pecking order among the

questioners. Reporters from the larger media outlets—the New York Times, the Washington

Post, the Times of London, and most television networks—are more likely to be called upon to

ask questions. Given the brevity of the group interview, the questions should pertain to the

match just played or the tournament. Sometimes, however, the questioning can veer into

bizarre territory. For instance, a reporter asked Haitian-Japanese player Naomi Osaka, “What’s

your favorite hot beverage and favorite cold beverage?” Just knowing that Osaka’s answer to

both questions was green tea may well be worth the cost of this book.Venus did not feel like

saying much after being routed by her sister, but her professionalism shone through. She

answered questions in a low tone, a voice of resignation. Never before in her twenty-five-year

pro career had she won only three games in a marquee match.Question: Will you just

completely put this match in the back of your mind?Venus: Yeah, I’m going to rest. I mean, she

played so well. I never got to really even touch any balls. When your opponent plays like that,

it’s not really anything to be upset about. She just played much better than—the only thing I

maybe could have done was put more first serves in. Even then, she returned the first serve

really well. Any shot that I hit great, she hit a greater shot. Not a lot I can do.Question: John

McEnroe said that what you and your sister have done is the best sports story in history. What

is your sense of what kind of impact the two of you have had?Venus: That’s obviously a great

compliment. I don’t know that—like I said, we don’t sit around and reflect. That’s not how you

get out here and win these matches, by reflecting and looking back. You work hard, look

forward. As soon as you beat one person, there’s another one standing in front of you. At the

moment, our main focus is winning these matches. Perhaps when all is said and done, there

will be a time to reflect. We’re in too deep right now.The time has not come for Venus or Serena

to reminisce about their numerous tennis achievements, not when there are so many

challengers to face, so many goals to set and pursue. Venus, who ended 2017 ranked No. 5 in

the world, made major changes to her camp after a disappointing 2018 season, which ended

with her ranked No. 38. She fired coach David Witt, who had been part of her camp (first as a

hitting partner, then as a coach) since 2007. Witt became the full-time coach after Richard

Williams, who is seventy-six years old, opted to spend far less time on the road. Witt, who lives

in Jacksonville, Florida, called the firing “a total surprise.” He said he was preparing for Venus’s

first tournament of 2019 in Auckland, New Zealand, when she called to deliver the news.

“When it happened, both of us were emotional about it,” he said. “After, you sit there and go,

‘Man, after eleven years, it’s over after a two-minute phone call. Wow.’ Part of you sits there and

says that, and the other part says that it’s a business decision, which I totally understand, and I

respect her decision. I don’t even need to know why.” Venus also dismissed her hitting partner,

Jermaine Jenkins of Atlanta—the brother of Serena’s hitting partner, Jamere Jenkins. (In 2019

Jermaine Jenkins became the coach of Naomi Osaka.)Serena, having beaten Venus so



thoroughly in their third-round encounter, had little to celebrate. The postmatch hug at the net

seemed to bring Serena the most relief of the evening. Although Serena and Venus have faced

each other thirty times as professionals, the victor cannot truly enjoy defeating someone for

whom she has such deep love and respect.Question: How much different is it playing against

each other now versus when you were kids?Serena: It’s totally different now. I feel like we want

it so bad now. I mean, we wanted it really bad when we were younger, but we had a lot more

years in our future. We definitely want to continue to play, but it’s not like we’re eighteen and

nineteen anymore.Question: When you’re dominating an opponent the way you did tonight, you

look across the net, you see it’s your sister, how do you realize I’ve got to get this done, out of

the way, against somebody you care so much about?Serena: It’s just about focusing on each

point. It’s not necessarily Venus, and it is my sibling, but it’s one of the greatest players of all

time. She’s by far the greatest player I’ve ever played against.Venus is also the richest player

Serena has ever faced. In a quarter century on the professional tennis tour, Venus has

accumulated $40.9 million in prize money, including her $156,000 share from the 2018 U.S.

Open. Yes, Venus made $156,000 for losing in the third round. No wonder their father once had

a crazy tennis dream.On a Sunday afternoon in 1977, Richard Williams watched on television

as Virginia Ruzici of Romania received an oversized check for $40,000 for winning the now-

defunct Eckerd Open in Palm Harbor, Florida. The image compelled him to set an insanely

ambitious goal: produce a pair of daughters who would change the tennis world. “I found

myself fantasizing about my as-yet unborn daughters playing tennis,” he wrote in his

autobiography. “If one woman could win that much money, I wanted two daughters to play that

game. Double the winnings!”Venus entered the world on June 17, 1980. Serena arrived on

September 26, 1981. Once the girls were old enough to run without falling, Richard Williams

and his wife, Oracene Price, set in motion his plan to create two tennis champions. It is a

blueprint that other parents of color have tried to follow for their offspring, including the parents

of Mari and Naomi Osaka of Japan. Although Naomi Osaka has a U.S. Open title and an

Australian Open title on her resume, no other offspring are likely to approach the level of

success attained by Venus and Serena.Richard Williams, a self-made businessman, dipped

into funds from various companies he operated, including building maintenance, cement

supply, and security, to buy tennis books and videos to teach himself and his wife what they

needed to know to teach their daughters. Williams bought used tennis balls and used rackets

of various sizes that the girls could use as they grew. He also took tennis lessons from a

neighborhood player in Compton, a “Mr. Oliver” who insisted on being paid in whiskey.

According to Williams, “Mr. Oliver” died before either Venus or Serena began to make indelible

impressions on the tennis scene.Both parents proved to be excellent teachers. Before long, the

tennis establishment had become aware of the two fast, quick, smart, strong, athletic, hard-

hitting, attractive, and polite brown-skinned sisters who played tennis with beads in their

braided hair. Endorsement contracts with athletic sponsors Wilson, Nike, and Puma enabled

the family to leave hardscrabble Compton for placid Palm Beach. The girls soon attended a

tennis academy in Boca Raton, Florida, run by a highly regarded coach named Rick

Macci.“When Venus and Serena signed their first big sports contracts, deals worth upward of

$50 million, I made them sit at the same table as the agents and the lawyers through every

negotiation until they understood every clause in every contract,” Williams wrote. “I could buy

my daughters whatever they needed, so it wasn’t hard to turn down all the initial sponsorship

deals we were offered, or to tell the USTA we weren’t going to play more than one or two of

their tournaments a year. Or that staying in school was more important than the USTA’s need

for new stars.”Venus and Serena were homeschooled by their mother, a nurse by trade. Rather



than lament missing out on high school memories, Venus and Serena said their lives were

enhanced by learning at home and becoming a closer-knit family. (Oracene Price had three

daughters, Yetunde, Isha, and Lyndrea, before marrying Richard Williams.) Whenever Venus or

Serena needed someone with whom to study, play board games, watch television, go

shopping, or practice tennis, the other sister was always there. Indeed, having a gifted sister as

a hitting partner and friendly competitor undoubtedly accelerated both girls’ learning and

development. The sisters played few junior tennis tournaments, not only because they had

each other, but also to shield them from the kind of racial animosity that would surface later in

their professional careers.Nerves had a hold on Venus when she made her pro debut on

Halloween night in 1994 at the Bank of the West Classic at the Oakland Coliseum. The

fourteen-year-old prodigy left her tennis dress draped over the television set in the hotel room.

No matter. She defeated Shaun Stafford, the No. 58 player in the world. In her next match, she

led by a set and a service break against the No. 1 seed and future Hall of Famer Arantxa

Sánchez Vicario of Spain before losing in three sets. Those who had thought all the talk about

Venus was mere hyperbole had to think again. Venus was the real deal. Fans clamored to see

more. But rather than throw Venus to the tennis wolves, her parents patiently charted her path

to stardom.At six feet, one inch, Venus possessed enviable tennis gifts—a long and lithe body,

a crackling serve, a potent return of serve, a swinging forehand volley that robbed an opponent

of time and space during a rally, a punishing two-fisted backhand, deft volleys, a high tennis IQ,

speed, quickness, court coverage, and the mental toughness to shake off an error and play the

next point with laser-like concentration. Her father did not mind coming across as the P. T.

Barnum of tennis, so he did not hesitate to tell reporters how successful his “ghetto Cinderella,”

as he called Venus, would become. The media soon learned that he was not carnival barking,

he was prophesizing. Venus had the goods. In her U.S. Open debut in 1997, she showed

resilience and determination to match her athleticism.Venus’s semifinal match against feisty

Romanian Irina Spirlea, the No. 11 seed, featured “the Bump Heard ’Round the Tennis World.”

As the players walked to their respective chairs during a changeover, Spirlea walked directly

into Venus in a clear attempt to intimidate. They collided as a capacity crowd of twenty-three

thousand at the newly christened Arthur Ashe Stadium gasped. Neither player said a word to

the other. Venus looked startled and continued on to her chair. But when Spirlea got to her

chair, CBS television cameras caught her laughing and smiling at people in her friends’ box at

courtside. “A reporter informed me that while I was reading my notes, Irina was smirking and

laughing and gesturing to her coach and friends in the stands,” Venus would say later.If

Spirlea’s body bump had been done to try to convince Venus that a seventeen-year-old black

girl had no business in the U.S. Open semifinals, and no business in the white-dominated world

of tennis, then she failed miserably. Venus, ranked No. 66 at the time, summoned enough

physical and mental strength to fight off two match points and take down Spirlea, 7–6 (7–5), 4–

6, 7–6 (9–7). The players’ postmatch handshake at the net looked colder than a meat locker.

But seconds later, Venus, the first African American female to qualify for a U.S. Open final

since Althea Gibson won the 1958 U.S. Nationals, was all smiles on the stadium court. As for

Spirlea, she tried to explain to reporters why she had walked into Venus despite eyeing her the

whole time. “I’m not going to move,” Spirlea said with defiance. “I mean, she’s never trying to

turn or whatever. She thinks she’s the fucking Venus Williams.” Richard Williams said afterward

that Spirlea’s racism led to the collision. He called the Romanian “an ugly white turkey.” Venus

took the high road in her postmatch comments, saying, “I thought we both weren’t looking. No

one said, ‘Excuse me.’”Having won a contentious semifinal on a Friday afternoon, Venus had

precious little time to rest. Bowing to the preference of CBS, the U.S. Open’s main television



rightsholder in those days, the USTA had the women and men play their semifinal and final

matches on consecutive days (Friday and Saturday for the women, Saturday and Sunday for

the men). The other three Grand Slam events gave the finalists a day off before the

championship match. But not the U.S. Open, at least not then. (Since ESPN became the main

U.S. Open rightsholder in 2009, there has been a day off before every championship match.) In

the 1997 final Venus took the court barely twenty-four hours after the biggest victory of her life,

and she looked absolutely spent. World No. 1 Martina Hingis of Switzerland routed her, 6–1, 6–

1. Yet Venus had shown her mettle throughout the U.S. Open fortnight and had given Serena a

firsthand look at how a talented black teenager can navigate treacherous waters and find her

way to shore—smiling all the way and accumulating previously unseen riches and gleaming

hardware of gold and silver.In 2018 Venus actually faced her biggest challenge off the court.

After defeating Elise Mertens of Belgium in a first-round match at Wimbledon, she walked into

an interview room much like the one at the U.S. Open and heard from reporters who were not

so interested that day in the quality of her tennis. They asked about a remark from a police

official in Venus’s hometown of Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, who had accused her of

“violating the right of way” of another driver in a crash on June 9, 2017, that resulted in the

death of a passenger in the other vehicle.Given that an investigation of the crash had not even

occurred, the police statement seemed demonstrably unfair. It would also be proven completely

false. The investigation cleared Venus, who had driven her Toyota Sequoia that day for

approximately ten minutes, the time necessary to cover the distance between her home and

Serena’s. Yet the police official’s unsubstantiated statement had cast Venus in the worst

possible light on the first day of the biggest tournament in tennis. Media and fans watching

Wimbledon could now quote an inaccurate public statement that Venus had caused the death

of a seventy-eight-year-old man.Anyone involved in an auto accident that results in death,

regardless of who is at fault, would be shaken by the experience. It would be impossible to

forget. Now imagine being a continent away and trying to concentrate on winning a tennis

tournament while your good name is being dragged through the mud back home. For Venus,

the emotional turmoil became too much. When a reporter asked her about the fatal crash and

the police official’s statement, Venus attempted to respond and began choking back tears. The

Wimbledon moderator asked if Venus needed time to compose herself. She did not respond

immediately. A few seconds later, she said through tears, “Maybe I should go.” She left the

room. Although she returned about five minutes later to take tennis questions, video of Venus

leaving the interview room in tears is all that most people remember. A year after her joyful and

surprising run to the Wimbledon final, Venus had become ensnared in a controversy that

essentially doomed her chances of success at Wimbledon 2018. She lost to Kiki Bertens of the

Netherlands 8–6 in the third set of their third-round match.The other driver filed a wrongful

death civil suit against Venus. Venus’s legal team released a transcript of her deposition in the

case. It revealed that Venus denied using her iPhone at the time of the crash. Attorneys for the

other driver asked a judge to force Venus to relinquish her iPhone to prove that she had not

been using it. But Venus’s attorneys successfully argued that her phone and text records had

already proven she had not been using the phone at the time and that the request was an

invasion of her privacy and an attempt by the other side to gain “unlimited access to anything

and everything on her phone to satisfy a wild goose chase.”
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Claude D., “Grateful for such an important fact-filled book. I have loved tennis since I was very

young and played in Europe and in the U.S. with my high school and college teams. I

remember going to the library searching for anything on tennis and my favorites were the ones

with history and trail blazers, such as Althea Gibson, Arthur Ashe, Billie Jean King, Martina

Navratilova, Rod Laver and many of the greats so when I started reading this book by Cecil

Harris I knew I was in for a real treat. The author does not disappoint as his research is superb

and well organized in his writing of the black athletes of the tennis world. These players have

contributed so much to the sport and will always be hailed as some of its pioneers.If you are a

tennis player (past or present), an aficionado of the game and want to know more about the

sport Mr. Harris’ book is an educational and enjoyable must-read.Highly recommended!”

Mary F., “An insightful look at the challenge black players face trying to break into pro tennis..

Anyone who has any interest in professional tennis should recognize the names of Serena and

Venus Williams. Since I pay less attention to the “who’s who” in the tennis world of today than I

did years ago, it was nice to have the instant name recognition to help me focus on the issues

that black players have faced over the years and still have to face now. It is also a sad reality

that I recalled the names of most of the featured players because they played so many years

ago. While Serena and Venus still both shine on the tennis court, men have not fared so well.

MaliVai Washington’s appearance in the 1996 final at Wimbledon is the last time an African

American man made it to a Grand Slam final.Author Cecil Harris does an excellent job of filling

the reader in on the difficulties these players face. Any player with aspirations of rising to the

top not only must have a way to fund costly coaching but must also deal with racial

discrimination. Playing on the tour is an expensive undertaking: players are responsible for

their own transportation, lodging, and they often have others who travel with them. These

issues are not limited to those vying for a coveted win, but carry over to others involved in the

sport. Young men enjoy sports such as football and basketball – both of which pay attractive

salaries to those who qualify at a professional level.At least a basic knowledge of how tennis is

played would help the reader as the author does sometimes detail specific matches. I

understand tennis and could follow the play by play, but watching a match is far more satisfying

than reading about it, so admit that I read those portions rather quickly. The personalities,

struggles, and accomplishments of these players, both on and off the court, are what

interested me.Mr. Harris has provided the reader with an insightful look into the issues faced by

a black person hoping to make it in this competitive sport.Thank you to the University of

Nebraska Press for providing my copy of this book via the LibraryThing.com Early Reviewers.”

LSmith, “Excellent book on black tennis. An entire generation of tennis fans have seen sisters

Venus and Serena Williams dominate the sport like few others have done in the past. While

their accomplishments, most notably Serena’s, are remarkable, their struggles to be accepted

and recognized for their greatness within their sport because of racial issues highlight this book

by Cecil Harris.Harris not only writes about the two sisters and their careers, but also educates



readers about the larger struggle African-Americans have faced in tennis. Starting with Althea

Gibson, the woman credited with breaking the color barrier in the sport, Harris writes with

knowledge and passion about her, the Williams sisters, Arthur Ashe, Sloane Stephens and

many other black players who have achieved greatness. While the Williams sisters, Gibson

and Ashe have the most pages written about them, Harris touches on many different players.

He also writes not only about their achievements on the court, but their achievements and

struggles off the court as well. A particularly well written piece was about the unprovoked

attack by police on former player James Blake in a case of mistaken identity.Another aspect of

the book that is very important to Harris’ message is that he not only writes about players

gaining in acceptance and accomplishments, but also the struggles and inequality suffered by

African-Americans wishing to seek jobs in the sport in areas such as coaching or umpiring.

The inequality in the latter profession, especially in terms of assignments for major

tournaments and in moving up in rankings. Umpires are provided a colored card based on

experience and merit, ranging from white to gold, with the latter receiving the highest salaries

and best assignments.The writing clearly shows that Harris is not only knowledgeable about

the sport, but that he is passionate about both the game and the issues surrounding blacks in

tennis. This book will provide much needed insight into the matter of race in tennis and

illustrates that while there has been much progress in that area, especially given the

professional and social presence of Serena Williams, there is still much work to do to address

the inequalities still in existence.”

The book by Cecil Harris has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 11 people have provided feedback.
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